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Disclosure

Aristides Capital LLC (“Aristides”) is not a Registered Investment Adviser in the United States or any other jurisdiction. Use of Aristides’ presentation is 
at your own risk, and does not constitute personalized investment advice. In no event should Aristides or any affiliated party be held liable for any direct or 
indirect trading losses caused by any information in this presentation. Attendees/readers should perform your own research and due diligence, and consult 
your own financial, legal, and tax advisors before making any investment decision with respect to transacting in any securities covered herein. You should 
assume that as of the cover date of this presentation, funds managed by Aristides may have a bearish position in the stock (and/or options of the stock) 
covered herein, and therefore stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of the stock declines. Following this presentation, we intend to 
continue transacting in the securities covered herein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation, 
conclusions, or opinions. To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from public 
sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any 
fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or 
implied. Aristides makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the 
results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Aristides does not undertake to update or 
supplement this report or any of the information contained herein.

This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which 
such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Such an offer or solicitation can only be made by the confidential private 
placement memoranda relating to the investment funds (“Funds”) managed by Aristides, which Aristides will provide only to qualified offerees. Past 
results of Funds are not necessarily indicative of future performance, and future performance may be volatile. Funds are not subject to the same regulatory 
requirements as a mutual fund, including the SEC’s registration and disclosure requirements. Funds are subject to various other risk factors and conflicts 
of interest that are disclosed in the Funds’ offering memoranda and subscription documents. Market indexes are included in this report only as reference 
reflecting general market results during the period.  The Fund may trade in securities that are not represented by such market indexes and may have long or 
short concentrations in a number of securities and in asset classes not included in such indexes.  Accordingly, no representation is made that the 
performance or volatility of the Fund will track or otherwise reflect any particular index.  The index information has been obtained from sources believed to 
be reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. The Fund and Aristides Capital LLC expressly 
disclaim any liability, including incidental or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions in connection with the inclusion of any index in this 
publication.  Performance results are net of all fees and expenses, and are unaudited after December 31, 2017. 



Aristides Capital 

Long-short hedge fund management firm based in Toledo, Ohio

Bottoms-up fundamental and other multistrategy approaches, 
focused on U.S. microcap

Launched our flagship fund in August 2008

Historical annualized return of 17.44% with no down years yet 
(+13.98% in 2008)

Historical R2 to S&P 500 = 0.14

$95 million assets under management 

Portfolio currently 78% gross long, 31% gross short. 



This Stock is on Fire

Quiz… 

What company in your 

industry has experienced a 

larger percentage increase in 

market capitalization since 

going public in 2014 than 

LG, Samsung, Apple, Tesla, 

Facebook, or Amazon over 
the same time period? 



This stock is on fire… 

Energous Corporation (WATT)

market capitalization

+404% since its 1st close 

+734% since IPO pricing



THE SIX BILLION DOLLAR WATT:
PROMISE AND PROBLEMS OF “WIRELESS CHARGING 2.0”

Part 1: Promises and Partners 



What Energous Promises

From the January 2014 IPO S-1 

RF-based Wireless Charging at Distance



A story that small investors loved from the beginning

Energous came public via an MDB Capital 

IPO in late March, 2014

Given the hype around wireless charging, we 

decided to participate, purchasing shares at 

$6.00 (which valued the company at roughly 

$54 million). 

We sold our shares shortly after the 

beginning of trading, at $8.43 (a $75 million 

market cap). 

Today, the company is priced at $465 million.   



One year later: a very impressive show at CES 2015

CES 2015 (January 12, 2015) Android Authority interview with 

Energous Founder (and then CTO) Michael Leabman & 

then VP Sales & Marketing (later Chief Commercial Officer) George Holmes



The tech media world gets excited after CES 2015

https://www.geek.com/chips/wattup-router-can-beam-wireless-power-to-12-devices-15-feet-away-1613121/



Energous gets a top consumer electronics partner (Apple)

http://www.businessinsider.com/evidence-apple-is-working-on-wireless-charging-for-iphones-and-apple-watch-2016-3



Energy goes only where (and when) it is supposed to

with Energous Senior Director of Marketing Gordon Bell 
(current title is now Vice President of Marketing)

Liliputing Interview April 7, 2016 -- Energous WattUp: Wireless charging from up to 15 feet away https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNgUdWW0y-
s 



Energy goes only where (and when) it is supposed to

with Energous Senior Director of Marketing Gordon Bell 
(current title is now Vice President of Marketing)

Liliputing Interview April 7, 2016 -- Energous WattUp: Wireless charging from up to 15 feet away https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNgUdWW0y-
s 

“[I]t’s going to send a small pocket 
of energy just around that device.

There’s really no discernable power 
anywhere else in the room. 

It’s just concentrated on that device, 
to charge it more efficiently.”



David Pogue gives Energous a ringing endorsement

Interview with Energous CEO Stephen Rizzone, March 2016

Yahoo! March 30, 2016  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXV1V9vUirA/



Dialog makes a $10 million investment, Nov 2016

http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/energous-corporation-dialog-semiconductors-new-strategic-partnership-will-accelerate-nasdaq-watt-2173234.htm



$15 million additional investment, June 2017

https://ir.energous.com/press-releases/detail/588



Everything is Awesome

Summarizing everything the company has said, Energous… 

“Can charge a cellphone” to a “15 foot 

radius” while “completely mobile”

Delivers “4W to up to 4 devices up to 5 

feet away”; or “1W at 15 feet”

Is “70% efficient”

Sends “a small pocket of energy just 

around that device. There’s really no 

discernable power anywhere else in 

the room.” 

In light of these awesome features, 

Energous has received: 

a partnership with Apple

a partnership with Dialog, including 

$25 million total investment

Positive media coverage including an 

endorsement from Emmy-winning 

journalist (with 1.5 mil Twitter 

followers) David Pogue



Everything is more awesome: FCC approval Dec 2017! 

Dec 27-28, 2017
Traded 5x the float in two days!

CEO Steven Rizzone: “This certification launches a new era for both wireless 
charging and the electronics industry as a whole.”

(Former) FCC Commissioner Robert McDowell [now a highly-paid 
consultant at Cooley LLP]: “Energous has achieved something truly 
revolutionary and historic in the field of wireless charging via radio waves… 
This groundbreaking technology has the potential to improve the human 
condition in ways we cannot yet imagine. This is a historic day in the history 
of human’s use of radiofrequency energy.”

December 27, 2017



Even the stock is awesome: +261% on FCC approval 

Dec 27-28, 2017
Traded 5x the float in two days!

% of the outstanding shares 
sold short (per Markit)

Market Capitalization

not a “short squeeze”



THE SIX BILLION DOLLAR WATT:
PROMISE AND PROBLEMS OF “WIRELESS CHARGING 2.0”

Part 2: How Can They Do This Awesome Stuff?



Transmitting RF power at a distance is challenging

Methodology for pocket-forming

US Patent Application 

Inventor Michael Leabman (Energous founder/former CTO) 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20140008993A1/en?q=~patent%2fUS9124125B2

Pr = PtGtGrλ
2

_______
(4π)2d2



Large directional antennas can overcome this limitation

NASA JPL Goldstone Demonstration, 1975
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNqEyfVrEug

World record for high 
power, long distance, 
wireless power transmission. 

34,000 watts of power sent

Transmitted 1.54 km

26 meter transmitting 
antenna

4,590 HE rectenna elements 
occupying 17 square meters

Sending antenna with diameter 
many multiples of the 

wavelength.



In addition to being large, the antennas need to line up perfectly 

NASA Technical Memorandum 33-741 

Evaluation of a Microwave High-Power Reception-Conversion Array for Wireless Power Transmission

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19760004119.pdf

If an ultra high-gain sending antenna and receiving antenna are misaligned by 
one degree, the received power is only one one-thousandth as strong.



But Energous is NOT using large, highly directional antennas… 

Methodology for pocket-forming. https://patents.google.com/patent/US20140008993A1/en?q=~patent%2fUS9124125B2

Energous’ FCC approved-product operates at 913 MHz 

(wavelength of 33 cm) 

Photo (right): Energous scientists work hard to 

develop a transmission antenna several wavelengths 

wide that will look good in your family room.



How exactly does this “breakthrough” of pocket forming work?

Methodology for pocket-forming

US Patent Application 

Inventor Michael Leabman (Energous founder/former CTO) 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20140008993A1/en?q=~patent%2fUS9124125B2



Wait, “pocket forming” is just constructive interference??????

“If you can’t dazzle them with 

brilliance, baffle them with bullshit.” 

- W.C. Fields 



Very small numbers add together to make other very small numbers

FCC Approvable? Yes.  

If two waves of amplitude X and energy Y combine perfectly, they will make a new 

wave of amplitude 2X (energy 4Y). If three waves of amplitude X combined perfectly 

in phase, they will make a wave of amplitude 3X, carrying energy of 9Y.  

Let’s say a receiver 4 cm away from the source of a single one of these waves would be 

able to generate 1 watt of power. In that case, a receiver 4 meters away from the source 

would be able to generate 0.0001 watts of power. If you are able to get five waves 

perfectly in phase at the receiver, constructive interference would give you a mere 

0.0025 watts of power. 

This is constructive interference:

Commercially Useless? Yes.



Why not just crank up the transmitted power? 

Whole body prolonged exposure to RF energy in the 
general public must not exceed 0.08 W/kg, and peak 

exposure must not exceed 1.6 W/kg. 

Living things suffer tissue damage when exposed to 
excessive RF energy. 



Doing what Energous says they can do is easy*

Regardless of the kind of 
energy, all you need are small, 
very highly focused beams of 
energy all intersecting at one 
particular spot. 

* = In other words, with RF all 
you need are hundreds of 
huge, very highly directional 
antennas. 

Sadly for Energous, such 
antennas won’t fit comfortably 
inside of anyone’s home.



THE SIX BILLION DOLLAR WATT:
PROMISE AND PROBLEMS OF “WIRELESS CHARGING 2.0”

Part 3: FCC Approval –

The End of the Beginning,

or the Beginning of the End?



How much power does the FCC approved device deliver?

CEO Steven Rizzone: “This certification launches a new era for both wireless 
charging and the electronics industry as a whole.”

(Former) FCC Commissioner Robert McDowell: “Energous has achieved 
something truly revolutionary and historic…This is a historic day in the 
history of human’s use of radiofrequency energy.”

[24 more minutes of rosy stuff] 

CEO Steven Rizzone [in the Q&A]: “The power is not that significant.”

December 27, 2017



HISTORY OF ANNOUNCED PRODUCTS

How “not significant” is “not that significant”? 

30mW 

*480 mW

53 mW
*120 mW

35”
27”

18”
9”

*Note: if any motion is 

detected within 20” then 

power drops to zero for 

30 seconds.  

Power at <38” is zero 
in most directions.

0
0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0 0

0
0

0
0

00

0
0

0

0 00

0

Estimates adapted from SAR Evaluation Report 12023867-S1v3 https://fccid.io/2ADNG-MS300/RF-Exposure-Info/SAR-report-V3-3684905

Power at >38” is zero.



How long would the approved product take to charge your iPhone? 

Estimates based on prior page and the following:

Apple 2.5V/1-Amp/5W plug-in charger takes about 150 minutes.

Apple 5V/2-Amp/10W plug-in charger takes about 80 minutes.  

9” about 24 hours

18” about 4 days*

* = (phone would likely need to be in 
battery saver mode or else it would use 

energy faster than it could charge)

27” until you and Taylor Swift get back together

36” until you plug your phone in



“But this is just a precedent, yo”



They can add power, right? 

9”
The device automatically stops 

charging if motion is detected 

within 50 cm, so RF exposure 

safety levels were tested just 

outside that, at 20”.  

27”

36”

Peak exposure (SAR) in the FCC test was 0.97 
W/kg (vs the 1.6 W/kg limit).

20”
18”

Average exposure was 0.043 
W/kg (vs the 0.08 W/kg limit).  

If Energous had doubled the power in this test, the device would 
have failed FCC safety standards and not been approved!

(And it would have still taken 2 days to charge a cellphone 
that was a foot and a half away.)

WRONG!



Why is Energous safe only at insignificant levels of power?

3-D spatial 
representation of the 

“focused pocket” 



“Focused pockets” are a lie; neither focused nor pockets

https://fccid.io/2ADNG-MS300/RF-Exposure-Info/12023867-S1V1-SAR-App-D-X-Y-E-Field-plots-3662560

device
(black star)

largest energy
(white arrow)



“Focused pockets” are a lie; neither focused nor pockets

https://fccid.io/2ADNG-MS300/RF-Exposure-Info/12023867-S1V1-SAR-App-D-X-Y-E-Field-plots-3662560

device
(black star)

largest energy
(white arrow)

“There’s really no discernable power 
anywhere else in the room.”  

There is 500% as much power over a large area 
of the room!

(because the antennas are way too small)



The only pockets management is focused on are their own

Insidercow.com

device
(black star)

largest energy
(white arrow)

Disclosed insider transactions, past 12 months

$15,988,069
insider sales

$0 
insider buys



THE SIX BILLION DOLLAR WATT:
PROMISE AND PROBLEMS OF “WIRELESS CHARGING 2.0”

Part 4: This “Product” is Wireless and Buyer-less

(and always coming soon) 



Everything is Not Awesome

Summarizing everything the company has said, Energous… 

“Can charge a cellphone” to a “15 foot 

radius” while “completely mobile”

Delivers “4W to up to 4 devices up to 5 

feet away”; or “1W at 15 feet”

Is “70% efficient”

Sends “a small pocket of energy just 

around that device. There’s really no 

discernable power anywhere else in 

the room.” 

In light of these awesome features, 

Energous has received: 

a partnership with Apple

a partnership with Dialog, including 

$25 million total investment

Positive media coverage including an 

endorsement from Emmy-winning 

journalist (with 1.5 mil Twitter 

followers) David Pogue

X
X

X
X

Has severely misled 
partners, investors, 
reporters, and 
prospective customers. 



EXAMPLES

It’s hard to do the impossible

But at least Energous has perfected invisibility…

“Energous believes this 
licensing strategy will help it 

bring its technology to market 
as early as 2016.”

https://www.engadget.com/2015/01/05/energous-wattup-wireless-charging-demo/

https://www.engadget.com/2015/01/05/energous-wattup-wireless-charging-demo/


EXAMPLES

Mini WattUp (2016) can’t be seen with the human eye

“Energous officials recently told me that we 

should see the first WattUp-based products 

compatible with the mini transmitter by the 

end of 2016, and the company is hoping to 

get its longer-range products on the market 

by the end of the following year.”

https://liliputing.com/2016/05/energous-mini-wattup-wireless-chargers-launch-soon.html



EXAMPLES

Check out the products from CES (January 2017)…

“Consistent with our business forecast, five consumer product companies and one medical device 

company will be unveiling WattUp-enabled products at CES. This is yet another major milestone for 

Energous,” said Stephen R. Rizzone, President and CEO of Energous.

https://wireless.electronicspecifier.com/events-news/wattup-wireless-charging-tech-showcased-at-ces-2017

“The WattUp receiver 
technology will be integrated 

into the device's sensor array…”

CVR Medical device still in 

development; no further 

mention of Energous.

“MicroPack™ provides 
rapid charging to any 

micro-USB port, and is the 
first power dongle to be 
charged by Energous…”

Still no model 

with Energous.

Chipolo Plus Gen 2 is the first 
tracking device with built-in 

wireless charging capabilities…”

X
Launched with no 

Energous content.

X X

6 Products Announced;

0 Produced



CES 2018: Finally a unit you can hold in your hands?  

“Energous has been making news headlines for a few years 
now for its wireless charging concepts, and the company 
announced just a few weeks ago that it had received FCC 
approval for its WattUp Mid Field charging tech. Now, at 
CES 2018, it’s showing the first WattUp-supported product, 
a smart underwear from Skiin.

https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/energous-skiin-ces-2018/
https://skiin.com/products/

X

As of early April 2018, all references to wireless charging have been 

removed from the SKIIN product descriptions. 



Energous has no viable commercial niche, and never will

Near-field power using magnetic induction 
(e.g. Qi) is much faster, much safer, and has 
1,000 different products on the market.

Unlike Energous, Powercast is honest 
about the extremely low power delivered 

by its products.

Powercast has had technology similar to 
Energous for years, with limited success. 

Received commercial FCC approval in 
2010, and consumer FCC approval the same 

time as Energous in December 2017. 

https://www.wirelesspowerconsortium.com/blog/281/2018-is-going-to-be-a-powerful-year-for-wireless-charging and 
http://www.powercastco.com/frequently-asked-questions/



When are Energous products ever coming to consumers?

Q2 2014 conference call  → “4th Quarter 2015”

Q4 2014 conference call  → “1st Quarter or early 2nd Quarter 2016”

Q3 2015 conference call  → “the end of 2016 or first part of 2017”

Q4 2016 conference call  → “Q3 [2017]”

Q2 2017 conference call  → “before the end of the current year [2017]”

Q4 2017 conference call  → “before the end of the year [2018]”



THE SIX BILLION DOLLAR WATT:
PROMISE AND PROBLEMS OF “WIRELESS CHARGING 2.0”

Part 5: Special Request and Conclusion



“The shorts never talk about Dialog”

https://services.choruscall.com/links/watt171227.html

audio: Stephen Rizzone presenting at Ladenburg Thalmann

Technology Expo, May 31, 2018



Dialog is to Energous as Soros is to Overstock.com?

https://ir.energous.com/all-sec-filings/content/0001144204-16-132230/v452448_8k.htm

Selling securities to a trusted 

name well below market price, 

or giving away a portion of 

the economics of your 

business at low-risk to 

someone else, is great way to 

achieve the perception of 

“validation” in the short-run. 

In the case of Dialog, 

Energous did both.

Soros given 
discount 
warrants 
here



Let’s Talk about Dialog

https://services.choruscall.com/links/watt171227.html

November 6, 2016: Purchased 763,552 shares of stock and a 3-year cashless exercise 

$17.0257-strike warrant for 763,552  shares for total consideration of $10 million.

Backing out the Black-Scholes value 

of the warrants ($6.03), Dialog paid 

$7.07 per share for Energous shares, 

when the stock was trading at $12.97.

Dialog paid 32% less than fair market 

value for their total initial investment!



Let’s Talk about Dialog

https://services.choruscall.com/links/watt171227.html

June 28, 2017: Purchased 976,139 shares of stock and a 3-year cashless exercise 

$19.9766-strike warrant for 654,013  shares for total consideration of $15 million. 

Backing out the Black-Scholes value of 

the warrants ($6.79), Dialog paid $10.82 

per share for Energous shares, when the 

stock was trading at $15.39.

Dialog paid 23% below market value for 

their second investment in Energous. 



Dialog received a free, potentially massive bonus

https://ir.energous.com/all-sec-filings/content/0001144204-16-132230/v452448_8k.htm

Dialog was able to buy stock 

below market prices AND 

additionally get a free call 

option on exclusivity, plus a 

free call option on a large 

chunk of Energous’ economics 

if things worked out!



Does Dialog’s CEO even still believe Steve Rizzone?

https://ir.energous.com/all-sec-filings/content/0001144204-16-132230/v452448_8k.htm

“Again, this is their statement. 

It is not my statement.”

Dialog Semiconductor CEO 

Jalal Bagherli, Dialog Q1 

Earnings Call, May 9, 2018
Soros given 
discount 
warrants 
here



Why did Apple partner with Energous in Jan 2015?

Apple paid a miniscule sum for exclusive rights to a technology presented 
to them by Energous management as revolutionary and groundbreaking. 

1. Energous form 10-Ks filed March 30, 2015, March 16, 2017, and March 16, 2018
2. personal interview with CEO Stephen Rizzone , November 15, 2017

“Tier-one” partner paid 
Energous $2.5 million in 2015, 
$1.5 million in 2016, and $1.2 
million in 2017.1

Roughly as much money as 

Dell and Intel each paid to 

very similar fraud UniPixel.

“We are precluded from engaging with 
competitors until [partner] has released their 
first product [in a particular category], and it 
has been on the market for a year.”2

How long does the agreement last?
“For several years… I can’t say how long.”2

“What if Apple decides not to release a product, 
but they decide not to tell you that. Is there 
anything in the contract to protect you?”  
“They wouldn’t do that.”2



The Six Billion Dollar Watt

(accumulated deficit at 3/31/18: $187 million)

(cumulative product revenue: $0)

(steady dilution to fund cash burn)

Energous promised 1.5W at 30 feet. Instead, they’ve delivered 0.03W 
at 90 cm, and they’ve spent $187 million to do it. At this rate, they’ll 
need to spend $6.2 billion to deliver 1 Watt at 90 cm.*

*Just kidding. The law of diminishing returns means they’d have to spend way more than that.  



Take Home Message #1

The people who do publicity and media 
relations for Energous have done an utterly 

brilliant job selling vaporware.



Take Home Message #2

The “advance” upon which Energous was founded, “the pocket of RF energy,” 

is a fabrication, a “dazzle them with BS” way of saying “constructive 

interference,” and doesn’t solve any issues. 

The reasons we don’t transmit large amounts of RF through the 

air for power—safety limitations, equipment cost and size, and 

poor efficiency—are the same as they have been for decades. 



Take Home Message #3

“You can fool some of the people some of the time —

and that’s enough to make a decent living.”

- W.C. Fields



Take Home Message #4

Energous is a fraud. As we’ve shown, their core claims and promises 

are demonstrably false. We expect the stock will go to $0.



THE SIX BILLION DOLLAR WATT:
PROMISE AND PROBLEMS OF “WIRELESS CHARGING 2.0”

Bonus: Energous Bloopers



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oaWtUnnGXA&feature=youtu.be

Leabman’s phone “charging” 

continuously from 83% down to 82% 

in 3 minutes.



phone held by David Pogue

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXV1V9vUirA


